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Soccer Celebration Night By RORY ANDERSON

On Thursday night we participated in our first official skit night
led by JOSH INGRAM, JAMES ROBERTS, and myself, RORY
ANDERSON. With the exception of the senior Cabin and the CITs,
(they were on a night out) each cabin put together their perfect
soccer celebration. Each cabin was judged by Menominee’s
judging criteria: taste, creativity, originality, humor, participation,
and, of course, taste. A winner was chosen from every age group:
Junior, Intermediate, and Senior. NEO SCHNIDER, FIN DORAN
and SIMON MANN, members of cabin 5, helped secure the
victory for the Junior age division. The Intermediate , lucky
canteen number 7, age group did not have much competition
when cabin 11 jumped on stage with their chests painted. This
simple act proved that their enthusiasm for the skit night was off
the charts, and it was nearly impossible to compete with this. Cabin 14, in the
senior age group, did impress the judges with their celebration. JACK
MYERTHALL and CHASE ENGEL went all out helping their cabin win for their
age group. All the skits were wonderful and I hope everyone enjoyed
participating.
Junior Twi-Light League By
BENJIE SOREN
Twi-light league, the race for
the trophies, is well underway.
The Juniors have already
showed some serious
match-ups. Captains BRAYDEN
SUBRIN and FIN DORAN have
already led their teams to
some solid wins. Team DORAN
won game one after a strong
performance from AIDEN
WAGNER and DRAKE
ELMAN. Game two saw
SUBRAN’S team come to life
as NEO SCHNIDER and DYLAN PELTS hit some balls ‘hard and on the ground’, and a
couple far into the outfield, scoring home-runs. Furthermore, SIMON MANN was a
wall at first base in the last inning, catching every single ball thrown at him. Although
the season is still young, it is shaping up to be a great one.

Q+A with our nurse - ALLY BIBA
By JOSH & Eli NORMORDI and SAMMY SASNOW

1. What year is it for you at camp?
First
2. What is your favorite sport?
Volleyball
3. What is your favorite part about camp?
Songs and cheers
4. What is your favorite food?
Pineapple
5. What is your favorite thing to do at home?
Hiking with friends

Arts and Crafts By Marcel Martinez-Vargas

This year at Menominee, our arts and crafts program is helping our
campers to think and act as artists, ‘makers’ and designers. We implore
them to work creatively and intelligently while using the proper
elements of design. Campers are developing an appreciation and engagement in art, craft and design, as critical
consumers and audiences and an understanding of its role in the creative and culture. HUDSON DEUTSCH has
explored and tested his limits in what he can make. We have many projects to look forward to, such as making
dreamcatchers, cardboard masks, experimenting with clay, and anything else that comes into the creative and
wonderful minds of our campers. Senior Cabin campers, such as RYAN FIRMIN, HENRY LEVIN and CADEN PERLMAN
have worked together recently to make signs out of wood to keep rules and order in their cabin. We have also made
skateboards and birdhoThe creative minds of these campers are amazing and we are all excited to make a lot more art
and crafts this summer.

Big 10 Hockey Day 1 By JAKE HOODACK

Out on the “hockey” rink or, as we call it at Camp
Menominee, roller rink, about 23 Menominee men
signed up for hockey Big 10 with the goal of
improving their skills. To begin our first Big 10
practice, counselors JACKSON WUSTNER and I, asked
some of the older guys to volunteer to help show the
juniors some of their skills. LUKE LESHIN was first to
volunteer, followed by both MAX RUDLOPH and
AIDEN ZANOWSKI, teaching their hockey knowledge
to the younger campers. The practice focused
primarily on stick handling, a vital skill in hockey. The
campers really seemed to understand the ideals
JACKSON
and I laid out, and the importance of stickhandling. We ended the practice with a scrimmage of first to three goals.
The campers lined up as they were numbered off one by one, separating into Team one and Team two. The game was
tied two to two for quite a while. Finally, Team one broke through scoring the final goal, leaving them victorious. The
first hockey Big 10 was a very useful period: everyone had fun and learned an important hockey skill.

